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COMMENTARY ON CHINA
For the second time in the same week, trading on the Shanghai stock market was suspended on
January 7th after the index fell by its maximum limit of 7 percent. The introduction of this new circuit
breaker rule on January 4th goes some way to explaining the confusion and steep fall on Chinese
markets since the beginning of the year but it is not the only factor at play .
A circuit breaker was introduced on January 4th to halt trading in excessively volatile markets. It is a big shock to
traditional Chinese investor behaviour. Before, the only major constraint on trading concerned shares themselves. A 10
percent fall in one day made it impossible to sell below this level but trading was not suspended as buyers could still step
in to deal at this level. From now on, trading will be suspended for 15 minutes if the market falls 5 percent but no dealing
is allowed until trading resumes. If the index falls by as much as 7 percent, the market closes for the day. When the
market is suspended after a 5 percent fall, the risk it might continue and drop 7 percent drives nervous investors to step
up selling to get out at any price before it hits that level. This creates a snowball effect. Previously, sell instructions were
carried out over the session but many investors now choose “at market” orders to get out as quickly as possible.
To make matters worse, investors have no visibility on the market during the 15-minute interruption after a 5 percent
drop. All orders are removed from the screen so that there are no indications of prices and volumes or changing
instructions. This total fog aggravates concerns, causing investors to increase the size of sell orders and give more
indiscriminate instructions. Circuit breakers exist on other Asian markets and are rarely triggered. In China, most
domestic investors have less market experience and see this tool as a severe restriction on liquidity. It will take time for
them to adapt. The circuit breaker is part of the move to adapt China to international market trading standards. It is a
good idea over the medium and long term but creates short term market turbulence. Bear in mind that despite similar
events in mid-2015, Shanghai was one of the best performing equity markets in 2015.
The confusing atmosphere on January 7th was also down to various regulatory bodies being clumsy, uncoordinated and
poor communicators. As the end to a 6-month ban on large shareholders with more than 5 percent of a company selling
its shares approached, concerns mounted that strong selling pressure was imminent. China’s small investors overreacted. In fact, there has not been much selling from these large shareholders. But the China Securities Regulatory
Commission (CSRC) backpedalled again by forbidding them to sell more than 1 percent over 3 months, a move that only
heightened confusion and has so far failed to reassure investors. CSRC just announced the suspension of the circuit
breaker. However, this clumsy deployment of particular measures has overshadowed the fact that China is actually
adopting international standards. Beijing is educating its big domestic investor pool to take a fresh look at capital
markets in an attempt to underpin the opening up of its markets to the rest of the world.
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January 2016. This document is non-binding and its content is exclusively for information purpose.
WARNING: The data, comments and analysis in this document reflect the opinion of Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management
(France) and its affiliates with respect to the markets, their trends, regulation and tax issues, on the basis of its own expertise,
economic analysis and information currently known to it. However, they shall not under any circumstances be construed as
comprising any sort of undertaking or guarantee whatsoever on the part of Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management (France).

Any investment involves specific risks. All potential investors must take prior measures and specialist advice in order to analyse the
risks and establish his or her own opinion independent of Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management (France) in order to determine
the relevance of such an investment to his or her own financial situation.

About the Edmond de Rothschild Group
The Edmond de Rothschild Group is an independent, family-owned group that specialises in private banking and asset management. Founded in
1953, the Group has been chaired since 1997 by Baron Benjamin de Rothschild. At June 30 2015, it had € 149.6bn under management with 2,700
employees and 33 offices throughout the world. As well as asset management and private banking, the Group is active in corporate finance,
private equity and fund administration.
With 6 investment hubs in the world (France, Switzerland, Germany, Hong Kong, Luxembourg and the UK), the Edmond de Rothschild Group is
positioned as a multi specialist investment firm. It builds on recognised areas of expertise such as European and US equities, corporate debt, multi
manager, overlay, asset allocation and quantitative asset management.
The group’s asset management division had more than EUR 54bn under management at June 30 2015 and employed 530 people including 100
investment professionals.

get Edmond de Rothschild on Twitter:
@EdeRothschild or https://twitter.com/EdeRothschild
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